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“We all use our body on a daily basis, and yet few of us think about our physicality the way Wayne 
McGregor does. He demonstrates how a choreographer communicates ideas to an audience, 
working with two dancers to build phrases of dance, live and unscripted, on the TEDGlobal stage.” 
PROMPT: How are deactivated restraints central to dance, choreography, and physical thinking? How can you 
utilize movement to deactivate the restraints in your life?

“Musician and researcher Charles Limb wondered how the brain works during musical 
improvisation -- so he put jazz musicians and rappers in an fMRI to find out. What he and his 
team found has deep implications for our understanding of creativity of all kinds.” 
PROMPT: How are deactivated restraints at the root of improvisation and creativity? Beyond music, are 
deactivated restraints necessary for innovation and creativity? Why or why not?

“A conversation with Kanye West demands staying on your toes. Just as his music combines many 
startlingly original sounds, in person he moves between unexpected ideas and makes unexpected 
associations. He speaks in freeform, similar to his raps, letting it flow from one sentence to the 
next, often in a jumpy way that—somehow—circles back to where he began.” 
PROMPT: How do deactivated restraints allow Kanye West to listen, understand, and express himself as an 
artist? How do deactivated restraints allow him to execute his vision in every medium?

Bleeker believes that every professional must deactivate their restraints in order to produce their 
most extraordinary and fulfilling work. There are many simple routines that can be adopted to 
cultivate a purposeful mindset and maintain the necessary physical + emotional awareness. 
Michelle Keinan presents a wonderful example of the happiness and creative benefits that can be 
unlocked by empowering yourself and reframing your reality. 
PROMPT: What restraints currently stifle you? How can start to build deactivation practices + routines into 
your life and work day?
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